Spatial distribution and accessibility to public sector tertiary care teaching hospitals: case study from Pakistan
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Abstract

Background: Public sector provision of healthcare services is important for addressing health morbidity and mortality burden for population health in developing countries like Pakistan. Physical accessibility and spatial distribution of healthcare facilities affect their utilization for improving population health.

Aims: This study aimed to analyze the spatial distribution of five public sector, tertiary care, teaching, general hospitals in the city of Lahore, Pakistan.

Methods: The point locations of all five hospitals were obtained from Google Earth. While the vector road network file was downloaded from the OpenStreetMap website. GIS software ArcGIS 10.5 and the Network Analyst extension were used for processing, analysis and mapping. The Lahore city shapefiles and the hospital point locations were projected to ensure correct spatial distance analysis.

Results: The five hospitals are located in the northeastern and east-central parts of Lahore. Most of the Lahore towns are either partially or completely covered by the twelve-kilometer buffer as well as the twelve-kilometer service area around these five selected hospitals. However, either the 12-kilometer buffer or service area did not cover large swaths of Wagha, Nishtar, and Iqbal towns.

Conclusions: Availability of geographic and attribute data on road network and population characteristics would facilitate planning for allocating locations for new healthcare facilities based on utilitarian principles.
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**Introduction**
Physical accessibility and spatial distribution of healthcare services influence their effective utilization for improving health and reducing morbidity and mortality burden (1,2). In low- and middle-income countries, ability to pay for healthcare services, especially specialized and tertiary care services, poses a significant financial burden on the people hailing from low to middle-income strata. Hence, provision of healthcare services by the public sector is a crucial factor in addressing the health morbidity and mortality burden for population health (3). Many families in Pakistan use public sector tertiary care hospitals affiliated with medical colleges and universities as a relatively affordable source of quality specialized healthcare.

Several spatial and non-spatial factors impinge upon utilization of healthcare services (4–6). Spatial factors influencing adequate spatial accessibility entail monetary costs associated with travel, travel time, and ease of physical accessibility to the health facilities (5). Spatial accessibility is quantified by straight line and network-based distances, among other methods (5). There is only one study on spatial accessibility to tertiary care, teaching, public sector, general hospitals in Pakistan, using geographic information systems (GIS) and network analysis in Karachi (7), while another study from Islamabad looked at all health facilities and clinics in terms of their proximity to road network (8).

Lahore is the second largest city in Pakistan, in terms of population, and will be the country’s second megacity by the year 2030 (9). Health policy-makers need to allocate locations of future public sector tertiary care teaching hospitals that would ensure maximum spatial accessibility to a given city’s general population with minimal traversing of physical distances. The objectives of this study were to model the spatial accessibility to public sector, teaching, tertiary care, general hospitals in Lahore, using buffers and road network-based service areas.

**Methods**
The five public sector, teaching, general hospitals in Lahore are: Ganga Ram hospital, Jinnah hospital, Mao Hospital, Services Hospitals, and Sheikh Zayed Hospital, and were selected for spatial accessibility analysis. The point locations of all five hospitals, i.e. latitude and longitude (X and Y) coordinates of these hospitals, were obtained from Google Earth. While the vector road network file was downloaded from the
OpenStreetMap website, for Pakistan (10). GIS analysis software ArcGIS 10.5 and the Network Analyst extension (Environmental Systems Research Institute [ESRI], Redlands, CA, USA) were used for processing, analysis and mapping.

Using the Lahore city boundary shapefile, the road network was extracted/clipped from the Pakistan road network downloaded from OpenStreetMap, and Lahore city road network shapefile was created. The Lahore city shapefiles and the hospital point locations were projected using Equidistant projection to ensure correct spatial distance analysis.

Three, six, nine, and 12-kilometre distance based buffers were drawn around the five hospitals. Next, three, six, nine, and 12-kilometre distance-based service areas around the five hospitals on a road network were created. The following rules and conditions for creating service areas using Network Analyst model were specified. Using the road network shapefile for Lahore city, a road network was built in the Network Analyst extension of ArcGIS program, as prerequisite for creating service areas. All five hospital point locations were collectively added next, as network analysis objects. The service areas were created with the ArcGIS’s ‘Network Analyst’ extension, using ‘Any Vertex’ connectivity policy, while ignoring the elevation and direction of travel permitted on the roads in terms of one-way or two-way traffic flow.

Service areas were not trimmed, but buffers and service areas for the five hospitals were dissolved to depict an overall accessibility to any of the five hospitals in the city.

Results
All five hospitals are located in the northeastern and east-central parts of Lahore. Figure 1 shows the point locations of all five hospitals as well as all the ‘towns’ of Lahore, along with their union councils (UCs). For spatial accessibility analysis, we used three, six, nine, and 12 kilometer buffers and service areas. Buffers are based on straight line (Euclidean) distances around hospital point locations, while service areas comprise road network-based distance, i.e. all accessible roads leading to the point locations of hospitals.

Figure 2 shows the straight line distance based three, six, nine, and 12-kilometre based buffers around the five hospitals, while Figure 3 shows the three, six, nine, and 12 kilometre based service areas around the five hospitals. The buffer and service area maps depict which towns and UCs of Lahore are either entirely or partially covered/accessible within specified distances around the five hospitals. All towns were either partially or fully accessible within the 12-kilometre buffer as well as service area.
However, large parts of Iqbal, Wagha, and Nishtar towns were neither covered by the 12-kilometre buffer nor service area.

**Discussion**
In this study we analyzed the spatial distribution of five public sector, tertiary care, teaching general hospitals in the city of Lahore, Pakistan. Results show that these five hospitals are located in the northeastern and east-central parts of Lahore. Most of the Lahore towns (administrative subdivisions) in Lahore are either partially or completely covered by the 12-kilometre buffer as well as the 12-kilometre service area around these five selected hospitals. However, either the 12-kilometre buffer or service area did not cover large swaths of Wagha, Nishtar, and Iqbal towns.

Although we created distance-based service areas around the five selected hospitals, depending upon availability of pertinent data, GIS also enables creation of service areas based upon travel time, and travel cost as well. Additionally, availability of information on population size and its breakdown in terms of sex and age would also enable calculation of number of people having access to selected hospitals. This would also help in determining spatial accessibility for the specific population groups including children women of child-bearing age, and the elderly.

We downloaded Lahore road network data from a website where volunteers create such data, which is then made available in the public domain. This data, although quite useful in its own right, nonetheless does have limitations of completeness in terms of factoring elevations, underpasses/overpasses, direction of travel allowed on road segments, and permissible speed limits, and cost associated with travel on the roads. Without this information, appropriate spatial modelling with time and cost are not viable options. As data on direction of travel allowed on roads and on elevation are not available, our results are close approximations of distance based service areas. Data on residents by towns and union councils were also not available, and would have more clearly indicated the number of people having access to these selected hospitals within specified distances.

The only other study from Karachi, Sindh province, highlighted similar concerns of limited GIS and population data availability (7). This study also reported clustering of public sector teaching, and tertiary care general hospitals in lower southwestern part of the Karachi. While in the current study we found all five hospitals to be clustered in the northeastern and east-central parts of Lahore. Similarly, as in the Karachi study, our research concludes spatial accessibility to most parts of Lahore’s administrative subdivisions.
Conclusion
There is a need to create/add data on direction of travel, speed limits, elevations, travel time, and travel cost, for the road network in future studies in order to strengthen and develop models on spatial accessibility to health facilities using time, cost and distance impedance correctly. Additionally, with the new census findings yet to be released, availability of data on population size and profile by various administrative subdivisions in the country would afford the opportunity for health policy-makers to determine spatial accessibility by population size and to plan for allocating new healthcare facilities locations based on utilitarian principles, in addition to ensuring health equity in terms of spatial accessibility to healthcare services.

Future spatial accessibility studies need to determine accessibility of primary and secondary and other tertiary care public sector health facilities, as well as private sector health facilities, to better gauge the populations/city residents accessibility to healthcare. Finally, the need for creating and making more detailed GIS data, including population distribution by geographic subdivisions, available to researchers in Pakistan are imperative for better health services planning.
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Figure 1: Lahore city towns and public sector, tertiary care, teaching, general hospitals.
Figure 2: Buffers around public sector, tertiary care, teaching, general hospitals in Lahore
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Figure 3: Service areas around public sector, tertiary care, teaching, general hospitals in Lahore
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